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Joel Kilgour, left, and other members of a local group that
opposes the School of the Americas, held a vigil at Duluth's
Federal Building to mark the 25th anniversary of the
killing of 4 American Catholic missionaries by Salvadoran
soldiers trained and armed by the U.S. government.

Gov. Pawlenty bans public
project labor agreements
Republican Governor Tim Pawlenty has signed an Executive
Order prohibiting state agencies from adopting project labor
agreements (PLAs) -- which prevent work stoppages on state
construction jobs -- effective yesterday.
Pawlenty's order is virtually identical to one signed by
President George W. Bush applicable to federal agencies. The
action was immediately condemned by Building Trades unions
that represent Minnesota's skilled construction workers.
"Unfortunately the governor once again has allowed his
agenda to be hijacked by a right-wing fringe group, the socalled Associated Builders and Contractors or ABC," said Dick
Anfang, president of the Minnesota State Building and
Construction Trades Council. "In fact, a picture of Pawlenty
signing the Executive Order alongside ABC representatives
appears on the ABC website. The governor should have respected the democratic process and let the Legislature decide
whether project labor agreements benefit (Minnesota)."
Craig Olson, president of the Duluth Building &
Construction Trades Council, said PLAs have never kept any
company from bidding on a project and have worked well for
all parties involved. "Since the DECC was built in 1965, to St.
Louis County authorizing a PLA for the new jail, to the WLSSD
generator, project labor agreements have worked well in the private and public sector," Olson said. "It's a long list when you
look at PLAs in this region and the entire state." He quickly
printed off a list of nearly 100 projects that had PLAs in this
region since 1980. Many of them were in the public sector at
government buildings and school districts.
Anfang cited major public works projects in the Twin Cities
such as the Hiawatha Light Rail Line, the Department of
Revenue Building and the Orville L. Freeman Office Building.
Many rank-and-file building trades members actually don't
like PLAs because they don't allow workers and their unions the
opportunity to withhold their labor in the event of a dispute.
"PLAs do come with some concessions, especially the right
to strike, that many of our members don't like but are forced to
live with," said Olson. "Many developers, business owners and
project managers actively seek PLAs because they need access
to many, varied skills trades' members that they can count on to
bring the job in on time and under budget."
Anfang noted that the State Building Trades Council is considering a legal challenge to the governor's action.
~www.workdayminnesota.org contributed to this report

In Duluth and over 100
other cities worldwide, International Human Rights Week
finds workers, elected officials, religious leaders, and
civil rights activists highlighting the importance of workers'
freedom to form unions to the
economic and social wellbeing of communities.
December 10th is International Human Rights Day but
it will be observed the day
before locally. The Duluth
AFL-CIO Central Labor Body
will rally Friday, Dec. 9 at 11
a.m. in the Civic Center. The
theme will center around the
fact that workers' rights are
human rights and workers'
desires to form unions are
being suppressed in the U.S.
Human Rights Watch has
red flagged workers' freedom
to form unions as a human
rights issue.
In addition to tens of thousands who will take part in
mobilizations, eleven Nobel
Peace Laureates, including
Jimmy Carter and Poland's
former President Lech Walesa,
issued a statement yesterday
affirming that workers' rights
are human rights. The statement, "A Global Call for
Human Rights in the
Workplace," is at www.aflcio.org/nobelpeace.
In Washington tomorrow
3,000 workers will gather in
front of AFL-CIO headquarters for a march to the White
House to protest Bush administration labor policies, especially its recent proposals to
limit the rights of workers at
the departments of Defense
and Homeland Security.
Rallies will call on Congress to pass the Employees
Free Choice Act that addresses
many areas of U.S. labor law.
In Congress 42 senators and
205 representatives have
signed on to the bill (www.afl-

cio.org/joinaunion/voiceatwork/efca/)
"In an age of McJobs and
super-sized pink slips, workers
need a voice on the job more
than ever," said AFL-CIO
President John Sweeney.
"Unions are the key to this
nation's middle class, yet the
right to come together in a
union is a fundamental freedom that has been eroded
beyond recognition. This
December, workers and their
communities are beginning a
big new effort to take back
working families' best shot at
the American Dream."
More than half of America's workers say they'd join a
union if given the chance,
according to 2005 data from
nationally respected Peter D.
Hart Research Associates. Too
few get that chance because
employers routinely violate
workers' freedom to organize.
Nearly all private-sector
employers today fight their
workers' efforts to form
unions, according to research
by Kate Bronfenbrenner of
Cornell University. A quarter
illegally fire workers who
stand up for a union. Fortyfive percent of workers who
win a union election still don't
have a union contract two
years later because employers
can and will drag their feet.
Studies cited in the International Confederation of Free
Trade Union's Annual Survey

of Trade Union Rights
Violations show 92 percent of
employers force employees
who want to form a union to
attend mandatory closed-door
sessions against the union
known as captive audience
meetings. Under U.S. law, it is
legal for employers to discipline or even fire workers who
choose not to sit in on employer-sponsored anti-union propaganda and employers may
use captive audience meetings
to suggest that the company's
operations will shut down if
workers choose to organize.
The survey also points that
75 percent of employers hire
anti-worker firms to help them
subdue workers and fight
organizing campaigns.
In addition, legal penalties
for employer intimidation and
coercion - such as the illegal
firing of workers who try to
form unions - are limited and
ineffective deterrents. According to the report, it takes an
average of 557 days for the
NLRB to resolve a case. When
it does remedies are weak.
Every 23 minutes a worker
is illegally fired for exercising
his or her human and constitutional right to form a union.
U.S. leaders preach the value
of freedom and democracy to
audiences abroad and yet continue to turn a blind eye to the
systematic trampling of workers most basic rights here at
home, says Sweeney.

Human rights activists call for end to SOA
By Joel Kilgour
On November 17 and 18,
more than 100 Northland residents piled into cars and rental
vans and drove 1,200 miles to
the gates of Fort Benning,
Georgia. There they joined
20,000 others from around the
hemisphere for a weekend of
teach-ins, caucuses and the
largest demonstration to date
against the infamous School of
Americas (SOA), which is
housed on the base.
The SOA is a combat
school operated and paid for
by the U.S. Army. In its sixtyyear history, it has trained over
60,000 military personnel
from across Latin America.
SOA graduates have been
linked to almost every major
human rights atrocity in this
hemisphere – from the rape
and murder of missionary

nuns to massacre of entire
farming villages.
For years, Washington
insisted that human rights
abusers represented only “a
few bad apples” among otherwise outstanding graduates.
But the “Hall of Fame” located in the atrium of the school
was full of photographs of dictators and death squad leaders.
In fact, of the eleven SOA
graduates who became heads
of state, not one came to power
through democratic means.
In the mid-1990s, due to
the persistence of Sr. Diana
Ortiz, an American nun who
was kidnapped and tortured by
Guatemalan soldiers in 1989,
human rights activists finally
uncovered and forced the
Pentagon to release some of
the SOA’s training manuals.
The Spanish-language manu-

als read like a how-to program
for busting unions and making
war on civilians. They advocated using torture and blackmail against those who:
• support “union organizing
or recruiting”
See End to SOA...page 8

"Invisible Ballots" looks at voting problems
"The process of election
affords a moral certainty, that
the office of President will
never fall to the lot of any
man who is not in an eminent
degree endowed with the requisite qualifications."
~Alexander Hamilton,
The Federalist, March 1788
The next Carlton County
Progressives forum hosted by
Rep. Bill and Laurie Hilty will
view and discuss the film
"Invisible Ballots." Last
month's showing of the excellent film "The Corporation"

was attended by 36 people.
Invisible Ballots will be
shown in Room 258 of the
Fond Du Lac Tribal &
Community College, 2101
14th St., Cloquet on Monday,
Dec. 12 beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Plan to stay for coffee and discussion following the film.
In 2004's presidential election, George W. Bush won
wherever precincts used electronic voting without a paper
trail while John Kerry won virtually wherever there was a
back up system.
Long before that Novem-

More workshops on Part D
The MN Citizens Federation - Northeast will hold two workshops on the new Medicare Part D prescription drug benefit on
Saturday, Dec. 17. "The Truth About Medicare Part D: What
the Insurance Companies and the Government are NOT Telling
You," will be presented: From 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at the
Duluth Labor Temple, 2002 London Road (South St. entrance);
and from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the Trinity Masonic Lodge, 2118
West First St. There is ample free parking at both locations.
Despite numerous workshops already, and a barrage of marketing, a majority of retirees are still deeply confused about the
new Medicare drug benefit. Seminars by insurance companies
have the self-interest of selling their policies. Presentations by
government representatives are obligated to give the federal
government's official, extremely complicated description of
what is a deeply flawed policy program to begin with.
The Citizens Federation - Northeast is an independent,
grassroots consumer organization, and has a different "take" on
Part D than the insurance companies or government. At the
Dec. 17 workshops, people will get a clear description of their
options; what is good and bad about Part D; and the problems
caused by Congress and the President letting insurance and drug
companies design the program and run it on a privatized model.

Chisholm & Brainerd too
Saturday, Dec. 10th Congressman Jim Oberstar will hold an
informational event on the new Medicare prescription drug program in Chisholm at 10 a.m. in the High School Auditorium.
He will hold a second event Monday, Dec. 12 in Brainerd at
9:00 a.m. at the Franklin Junior High School Auditorium.

ber election concerned citizens
and voting experts were worried about the possibility of
inaccurate vote counts and the
temptation for electronic vote
fraud. Today many Americans
feel their voting franchise has
been compromised and they
cannot trust the results of our
elections.
Does the proverbial “Black
Box” (read: touch screen voting machine) jeopardize the
sanctity of the voting process?
Governments continue to
install computerized voting
systems with no paper record
to verify accuracy. Elections
can be controlled by companies that do not allow voters to
inspect their software. With
vote counting privatized, there
may be no way to get it back
so voters can trust the system.
High tech vote fraud is a
reality. The documentary
Invisible Ballots was released
in April 2004, but its warnings
were little heeded. The film is
an in-depth expose of all electronic computerized voting.
"It doesn't matter who
votes. It only matters who
counts the votes."
~attributed to Joseph Stalin

Next
on Minnesota At Work
UM-Labor Education Service's “Minnesota At Work” is seen
on 19 stations including: Duluth, Channel 20-Th/9:30pm,
F/12:30am, Sat/5:30pm; Proctor, Ch7-M/9:30a.m., 3:30pm
Hermantown, HTV7-M/9pm, Th/10am, Sat/5pm; Cloquet,
Ch7-Tu/6pm, Th/ varies, Sat/7pm; Hibbing, Ch12-Tu/5pm,
W/3pm, altM/5:15pm; Iron Range Ch13-Sa/7pm,Su/8pm;
St. Cloud, Ch12-M/9 pm; The following are Duluth listings:
Dec. 8, 15--From Field to Factory Update--UM-LES returned
to the sugar beet farmers, processors and the local Main Street
businesses to document the region-wide impact of the sugar industry and gauge the effect of the recently passed Central American
and Caribbean Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) on the region.
Dec. 22, 29--Men Working--Clips from films by independent
producer Mike Hazard of people reflecting on their work and the
nature of labor. The show includes political poets and poetic
politicians like Paul Wellstone, Jim Northrup, Thomas McGrath,
Frederick Manfred and more. Visit www.thecie.org for more.
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Expertise

I.U.O.E. Local 70
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting
Tuesday, Dec. 13, 2005, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall B
Dick Lally, Business Manager (651) 646-4566

SHEET METAL WORKERS

- Holiday Party Notices -

Following the regular (but condensed) meetings
of the Duluth-Superior, Iron
Range, and Bemidji areas of
Local 10, we will have our
Annual Holiday parties with
great food, fun and holiday cheer.

What does health plan expertise mean for
Taft-Hartley Funds? It means making dollars
work harder for Fund members. It’s negotiating
better network discounts. It’s developing
innovative health management programs to
improve member health and lower claims
costs. It’s understanding and meeting member
needs. It’s having a track record of more than
70 years serving Minnesotans. And it’s what
has helped Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Minnesota earn the trust of over 90 percent
of Taft-Hartley Funds to deliver health plan
benefits for their union members.

All our Retirees are
encouraged to attend.
Duluth-Superior meeting--Mon,
Dec. 12, 5:00 p.m., Wellstone
Hall, Duluth Labor Temple
Iron Range meeting--Tues. Dec.
13, 7:00 p.m., Hibbing Park Hotel
Bemidji meeting--Thurs. Jan. 19,
6:30 p.m. (site yet to be determined)
~Dennis Marchetti, Business Rep., Local 10
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R.I.P. private pensions?
Reading Yvonne Harvey's
column about holiday stress
makes me think of two quotes:
'All men lead lives of quiet
desperation," or "The world is
too much with us late and
soon, getting and spending we
lay waste all our powers." I'm
too stressed to call the library
to find out who said them,
Emerson, Wordsworth?
I'm always stressed by the
holidays but its usually workrelated. After this issue of the
paper I have the big holiday
one that goes to press Dec. 20
and hopefully will end 2005 in
the black because of all you
good advertisers. But it makes
me a wreck and I don't have
time to get into the holidays
and that causes trouble with
The Wife. You don't want trouble with The Wife in December. Some of the pressure got
taken out what with her birthday being the end of November. She came out of that pretty happy for being another
year older. Trouble is the
month-long birthday extravaganza slides her right into the
holidays, which she loves like
she's still ten. And then she has
to rely on a wastrel like me to
keep the excitement level up.
Good luck.
So I have to resort to the

best way I know how to
assuage the needs of the season: watching sports. It's kind
of like taking an oblivious pill.
I should tell Pfiser about that.
It'd make a great commercial
during a Vikings game.
"Honey, I'm watching
sports, how am I supposed to
know there's only 480 hours
until Christmas?"
"Ask your doctor if
Oblivious is right for you. May
cause, hiccups, drowsiness, irritability, oblivion, wall eye, constipation
(unless taken with beer)...."

I know I need help. Even
friends who have known me
for years are starting to
express concern for my mental
state. Some good folks are
worried that in print I seem
exceptionally negative and
angry these days. In person I'm
actually a laugh-a-minute guy
(come on, let's all laugh...ha,
ha, ha!) so something's amiss.
Having an attitude is a good
Next issues of Labor World thing if you live up here and is
are Dec. 21, Jan. 11 & 25, a must for sports fan.
Feb. 8 & 22, March 8 &
Sure some of you think that
sports are stupid and are probLABOR WORLD ably upset that I've gotten
Known office of publication
2002 London Road, Room 110 away from talking about the
holidays since you wish you
Duluth, MN 55812
were at the Mall but aren't. I
(218) 728-4469
bet you didn't stay up until
FAX: (218) 724-1413
midnight last night watching
laborworld@qwest.net
www.laborworld.org
the Gophers beat Arizona
ESTABLISHED 1896
State in basketball in overtime.
Owned by Unions affiliated with
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body FAN-tastic. Without caffeine

or Oblivion, which still isn't on
the market yet, either.
Do you have any idea how
much better my Mondays have
been because the soon to be
Super Bowl Champs Vikings
have been on a roll?
Even some people who like
sports think the 48 college
football bowl games are a
joke. Not me. I don't like jokes
that much and my Gophers are
playing Virginia in the, sound
the pitch pipe!, Music City
Bowl. Bowlerama here I come
I may get through the holidays after all. I just need to tiptoe around The Wife for two
more weeks. Come Dec. 22
I'm going to give it holy holiday hell and all will be well.
When do the Timberwolves
play next? They're fun again.
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December 7, 1941
Pearl Harbor was
attacked, sparking U.S. entry
into World War II. Millions
of American working people, from soldiers to "Rosie
the Riveter," sacrificed for
their country.

December 7, 1888

By Ron Cohen
Like the extinct passenger pigeons which once covered
America’s skies, defined benefit pensions are dying out, warn a
flurry of recent media reports.
Time magazine’s article, “The Broken Promise,” features a
cover proclaiming “The Great Retirement Ripoff” with winged
U.S. currency flying away before a worker’s upraised eyes.
The New York Times chimes in with “The End of Pensions?”
subtitled, “America’s next financial debacle.” The cover blurb
blares, “We regret to inform you that you no longer have a pension.” The artwork shows an elderly man with bowed head
seated on a stool in a bare room.
“Workplace Tremors” is the Washington Post’s commentary
which includes a cartoon with a worker with a lotto ticket in his
hand declaring, “It is the new company-paid pension plan.”
Get the picture? Over the years Congress, globalization, the
world’s most expensive, yet flawed, health care and greedy
CEOs conspired to rob American workers of retirement security! All the articles agree that the defined benefit pension—once
a sturdy leg of a worker’s retirement stool—is on the way out.
In Minnesota, the Minneapolis Star Tribune recently pointed
out that in 1984, 57 percent of companies had defined benefit
plans. By 2004, that number fell to 15 percent. Nationally in
1980, some 40 percent of private sector companies had defined
plans, today only 20 percent.
Everyone blames the flawed Chapter 11 of the 1978 Federal
Bankruptcy Act and friendly judges for the ease with which
companies shed their pensions, health benefits and union contracts while hanging on to overpaid executives. And when one
company drops its pension plan, competitors use that as their
excuse. Warns the Washington Post, “Whether an assembly-line
worker or middle manager, an employee can no longer assume
that promises made earlier—health benefits or fully funded pensions—will be there when he or she retires.”
Congress even crafted a law created to protect employee
pensions so that companies could dump their insolvent pension
plans on the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation now $23
billion in the red. The debt can reach $28 billion by year’s end.
(The PBGC guarantees pensions up to a ceiling, but doesn’t
cover health benefits.)
Blame the complex formula set up by Congress which
allows corporations to conceal huge shortfalls in their pension
fund contributions. Again, the articles agree that the PBGC
could be left holding a $100 billion empty bag in a few years.
Will taxpayers come to the rescue?
In the meantime, firms with solvent defined benefit pension
plans must pay higher premiums to the PBGC, another reason
to drop their plans.
Will the Republican Congress change both faulty laws to
protect employee pensions?
General Motors bombshell announcement of future plant
closings warns that even more pensions may be shot down like
clay pigeons.
Remember the real issues and be very angry when you vote
in the 2006 elections!
~Ron Cohen is retired. He served the Minnesota AFL-CIO
as Director of Research and Public Relations for many years.

Heywood Broun was born
in New York City. A journalist and columnist, he cofounded T h e N ewspap e r
The non-profit Labor World, Guild and recruited several
Inc. is the official publication of high-profile members,
the Duluth AFL-CIO Central including First Lady Eleanor
Editor:
Labor Body. It is an education- Roosevelt. "Small fry are no
www.sweatshopwatch.org is a useful tool for Christmas
al, advocacy newspaper for longer small when they
workers and unions. The views begin to organize," he said.
shopping. Click on "Shop with a conscience" in the table of
and opinions submitted and "They take on purpose and
contents on the left side of the screen for a list of businesses that
expressed in the Labor World do power."
sell union-made or co-op made clothing.
not necessarily reflect the views
Harvey Tjader, Bemidji
December 7, 1896
of the paper, its Board of
Directors, the Duluth AFL-CIO The International Union of
Central Labor Body, its affiliat- Operating Engineers was
ed unions, their staff or officers. founded.
Whether you’re just getting started with holiday shopping or
looking for one last gift for someone special, you can find what
you’re looking for at The Union Shop Online.
"You know the words of the American thinker Dresden
Holiday cards, books, clothing, games and stocking stuffers
are available at your mouse-clicking fingertips. Buying these
James?"
union-made-in-the-USA products will brighten someone’s holi"I can't say I do."
day and support your brothers and sisters in plants and factories
"'When a well-packaged web of lies has been sold gradu- around the country.
ally to the masses over generations, the truth will seem utterFor more shopping options, visit www.shopunionmade.org,
the
all-union Internet shopping site of the AFL-CIO’s Union
ly preposterous and its speaker a raving lunatic."'
Label
and Service Trades Department.
~John Le Carre in his novel, "Absolute Friends"

Another website for shopping

Shop union on the internet

“Quote, Unquote”
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With five years to draw upon, the evidence is in on tax cuts helping out
By
Molly Ivins
AUSTIN, Texas--One of our better
political commentators, Tom Tomorrow, has boiled
down our entire
current political debate to one
question: "Are they stupid, or
are they lying?" This seems to
me pretty much how it goes,
each side reduced to accusing
the other of living in an alternate reality.
Let's see if we can't find a
way to frame the question that
would allow an answer from
empirical evidence both sides
can agree on. When it comes
to many actions of the Republican Congress, there is now a
substantial track record of
results. The evidence is in.
For five years now, the
Republicans have promised us
that business tax cuts would
strengthen the economy, create
new jobs, spur growth, foster
investment, and bring beer and
skittles for everyone. Over
five fiscal years, the tax cuts
have had a direct cost to the
treasury of $860 billion -- with
interest, $929 billion.
Lee Price of the Economic
Policy Institute points out:
"The fact that all major economic indicators are higher
today than in early 2001 does
not mean the tax cuts have
been beneficial. Since the
Great Depression, the resilient
U.S. economy has always had
gains over such four-year periods. The appropriate question
to ask is: How well has the
economy performed compared

to similar periods in the past?
If the last four years of tax cuts
had worked as promised, the
economy should have done
better than in previous cycles,
when taxes were either not cut
or cut much less."
We all down for that?
Unfortunately, the EPI concludes, "By virtually every
measure, the economy has performed worse in this business
cycle than was typical of past
ones, including that of the
1990s, which saw major tax
increases."
In 2001, the economy
entered a recession not long
before the first Bush tax cuts - what the economists call a
"shallow recession" (why
don't they ever talk to the people whose unemployment
insurance ran out?). The economy has been in an expansionist phase since November
2001. EPI found an annual
growth rate of wage and salary
income of 1.3 percent, below
all six previous cycles and
nearly 2 percentage points
below their average 3.2 percent growth.
As for the cuts supposed to
spur investment: "Business
investment in structures,
equipment and software (socalled 'non-residential investment') was only 3.6 percent
higher in the second quarter of
2005 than it had been in the
first quarter of 2001. That is
less than half of the 8.2 percent
growth found in the worst of
the six prior cycles, and but
one-eighth of the 27.5 percent
growth rate in the strongest
prior cycle."

Join us for
f r Personal Service… Join us for
f a Lending Hand… Join us Because You Can !

61 years of Experience Now Available to all Northland Residents and Businesses

The EPI study goes on to
provide charts, bells and whistles measuring all this six ways
from Sunday. The series of
major tax cuts enacted in the
past four years has not
strengthened the economy.
Every broad measure -- GDP,
jobs, personal income and
business investment -- has
fared worse over the period
than in previous cycles, contrary to Republican predictions. It turns out the one tax
cut that really did help snap
the recession early was that
middle-class tax rebate the
Democrats stuck into the Bush
bill.
OK, bad news. So, what
did happen to all that money
from tax cuts that was supposed to go into investment? It
didn't go into higher wages -that's the factor that accounts
for the generally dismal public
perception of this economy.
People don't see their income
going up. Well, shareholders
got more. Executives continued to get staggering pay
packages. The increases range
from obscene to excessive. I'll
say this for America's corporate executives, they certainly
weren't cowed by the Enron,
Tyco, etc., scandals. There
were a lot of stock buy-backs
and acquisitions, but not much
investment that creates jobs.
Well, I'm sorry it didn't
work out the way the
Republicans thought it would - that's why many argued
against such cuts in the first
place. The question now is, so
why do it again? Why give the
oil industry more tax breaks?
Why do they keep doing it? Is
it ideology, or is it stupidity?
Corporate tax revenues are
now at historic low levels as a
share of federal revenue, going
back to the 1930s. That means
individuals have a much larger
share of the total tax burden.
One of my favorite happy
horsepoop tax cuts was the

Reach over 16,200
union members at a
great ad rate!
Call Labor World at
(218) 728-4469

six-month, one-time special
"ally-ally-in-free" on foreign
profits. Passed in 2004, this
monumentally stupid piece of
corporate pork (laughingly
named the Incentive to
Reinvest Foreign Earnings in
the United States and part of
the also laughingly named
American Jobs Creation Act of
2004) was a special favor to
drug and high-tech companies
(read, big campaign contributions) who had been storing
their profits offshore. ThenSen. John Breaux said at the
time, "The company that left
Louisiana is going to pay a 5
percent tax on the widgets they
make overseas, and the com-

pany that stayed in Louisiana
is going to pay a 35 percent
tax. If that isn't an incentive to
leave, I don't know what is."
The Republicans specifically rejected an amendment
to that break that would have
required the companies to
invest the money. So did all
those foreign profits flow
home and get invested in new
plants and create lots of jobs?
No. But sales of corporate jets
are up.
Molly Ivins has embarked on a "howdo-we-fix-it series" that addresses
America's problems here and abroad.
You can e-mail her with your suggestions at ideasformolly@creators.com.
© 2005 CREATORS SYNDICATE, INC.
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Is Minnesota back in sound
fiscal health as we're hearing?
Wayne Cox, Executive Director of Minnesota Citizens for
Tax Justice, says it will be when:
Its revenues cover the real cost of its services under law.
It has paid back what it borrowed to prop up the general
fund.
Its budget reserve is at a level capable of offsetting a significant deficit. Its current level is many times smaller than the
deficit it faced in 2002.
Its financing of its schools and roads meets its needs.
Its economy outperforms the nation.
And the national economy avoids the pitfalls of a housing
bubble burst, additional energy cost shocks, perennial hurricanes, trade deficit and federal budget deficit.
“The legislative decision to restore part of Minnesota’s
diminished revenue base is a key reason the projected deficit of
last February has disappeared, but Minnesota is not yet back in
sound fiscal health,” said Cox. “When Governor Pawlenty says
‘mission accomplished,’ remember you’ve heard that before.”
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MNA organizes 1,016 nurses at HCMC through card check agreement
MINNEAPOLIS — In one
of the largest union organizing
wins in recent years, 1,016
Registered Nurses employed
at Hennepin County Medical
Center have chosen to be represented by the Minnesota
Nurses Association.
The state Bureau of
Mediation Services Monday
certified that MNA has shown
majority status, after conducting a card-signing campaign
among the RNs.
Nurses have been increasingly concerned about their
employment status at HCMC
as county officials pursue
plans of governance change
for the hospital, seeking third
party administrators.
"Without
a
contract,
employers are free to make
unilateral changes that impact
our incomes, our health and
how we provide nursing practice," said Sue Johnson, RN,
an HCMC nurse who helped
in the organizing drive. "Now
that we are recognized as a
bargaining unit, they have to
talk with us, now they have to
negotiate with us."
The HCMC nurses will be
able to tap into significant
power with their membership
in MNA and subsequent affiliation with the American
Nurses Association, The
United American Nurses and
the AFL-CIO, Johnson said.
"Now we're at the table
with 1,000 knowledgeable
nurses at HCMC, 18,000 nurses statewide, and 100,000
nationally to support us when
we talk about working conditions, nursing practice and
patient advocacy," she said.
The victory culminates a
two-year organizing drive.

BMS said MNA turned in
union authorization cards from
514 nurses – 5 more than the
number needed to achieve
majority status.
HCMC is one of the largest
single bargaining units organized in the history of the state
nurses' union, and MNA
President Linda Slattengren
hailed the news as a victory for
all nurses.
"Every nurse in Minnesota
is going to be stronger because
of this new addition to our
family. MNA will gain more
activists with a strong foundation in nursing principles to
advance important issues like
health care reform, workplace
safety and safe patient handling."
Slattengren also recognized
the need to assure a strong
nurse voice in the face of
upcoming governance changes, noting, "A contract will
help empower nurses to protect the quality of care delivered to patients at HCMC."
That ideal was echoed by
HCMC nurses who participated in the organizing committee.
"Over the years, HCMC
nurses have benefited from
MNA's good work regarding
salaries in the metro area,"
said Judy Austin, RN. "It's
time we join in and help work
through our Association to
improve the lives of nurses
and their families and our
patients."
Stephanie Wells, RN, looks
forward to putting her union
membership into action. "We
have a legal document that
gives us the tools to protect
our jobs and our patients," she
said. Wells is very supportive
of implementing staffing committees and other labor-man-

DON’T
LOSE YOUR
EYEWEAR
YEAR END
BENEFITS!

agement committees that have
proven to be effective as a
means to resolve issues in
other contract facilities.
With help and support from
other unions, including SEIU,
the campaign was a tribute to a
unified labor effort, the MNA
said. Hundreds of nurses from
HCMC and other contract
facilities were joined by other
union members to conduct old
fashioned, door knocking and
"meet ups."
On the political front,
MNA credits a valuable relationship built with County
Commissioners. "We applaud
Hennepin County commissioners for their support
regarding workplace policies
of union neutrality, which
allowed the nurses to make
this important decision without constraint or disruption in
the workplace," said Slattengren.
On Nov. 23, 2004, the
county board agreed to recognize a union if a majority of
workers signed cards authoriz-

ing representation. The agreement originally gave MNA
until Aug. 31 to persuade a
majority of HCMC nurses to
sign authorization cards without interference or intimidation from hospital administrators. But the timetable ran into
immediate problems, as the
union and hospital had trouble
agreeing on a list of nurses
who should be part of the proposed bargaining unit. The dispute eventually went to arbitration, where a consent decree
gave the union a three-month
extension.
MNA declared majority
status on Nov. 23 – exactly one
year to the day of the original
agreement with the county. It
was a narrow victory – "but a
majority is a majority," said
MNA Legislative Director
Walt Fredrickson.
One highlight of the public
campaign was a highly visible
rally held at the Hennepin
County Government Center in
June 2004. Nurses from
throughout the country who

were meeting in Minneapolis
for the ANA and UAN conventions, along with members
of 15 different local unions,
gathered around the fountain
to demand that HCMC nurses
receive their promised wage
hikes.
County Commissioner Gail
Dorfman issued a persuasive
alert in support of the organizing effort, saying "The new
Hospital Board will set their
own rules that will affect all
employees, and nurses are the
only large group left without
organized representation."
The next steps for the bargaining unit will be to elect a
committee to begin first contract negotiations. Nurses are
hoping to achieve a contract
within a year.
~www.workdayminnesota.org
compiled this report from
information supplied by the
Minnesota Nurses Association and Union Advocate
editor Michael Kuchta.

The Canal Park Business Association and the Greater Downtown Council expressed their
appreciation to 21 members of IBEW #242 who donated 167 hours of work that added a
lot of holiday spirit to Duluth. A pizza party wrapped-up the effort to repair the lights on
trees in Canal Park and on 5th Avenue West for the holidays.

We’ll bill your
insurance
company.

DULUTH • 218.728.6211
GRAND RAPIDS • 218.327.0070
CLOQUET • 218.879.5022
SUPERIOR • 715.394.7999
SUPERIOR • 715.392.2204

Firefighters Local 101's
Andy Robbins saved someone's hostas when he shot
this 200 pound, 8 point buck
Nov. 30th during Duluth's
inaugural deer bow hunting
season that tried to thin out
what many have come to
call "pests." (Photo by Matt
Johnson)
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Majority of working Americans say they're falling behind, fear future
Nearly 60 percent of working Americans are not happy
with the country’s economic
situation, according to new
research by Peter D. Hart
Research for the AFL-CIO,
despite the much-touted economic “recovery.”
“Working Americans are
fast losing economic ground.
They are in economic crisis,
and they know it, even if the
Washington and Wall Street
elite don’t,” said AFL-CIO
President John Sweeney.
People are most upset
about declining real wages and
the ensuing decline in the standard of living. A record 53%
of working people say their
family’s income is falling
behind the cost of living. Over
half say they’re not doing better than their parents did at the
same age. Two in three say
employers are falling short on
sharing profits even when the
company is doing well.
The cost of health care
costs tops the list of problems
working people say they face.
Fifty percent of working peo-
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ple say they personally worry
very or somewhat often about
not being able to afford health
care. Americans are also worried about what health care
costs are doing to the country.
In fact, 73% say establishing a national health care system should be a top or high
priority for Congress and the
President. Only one in four
say health care in the U.S. is
headed in the right direction,
compared to 68% who say it is
on the wrong track. Moreover,
just three in ten workers are
satisfied with the health care
system whereas 68% are dissatisfied. Satisfaction is lower
than in 1994, the last time our
country seriously considered a
national health plan, when
36% were satisfied.
Working Americans want
good jobs, but say they’re
increasingly hard to find. Just
39% of workers report that
they have a job that is full
time, have health coverage
from their employers, and a
retirement plan where the
employer is a contributor.

Nearly 70 percent of workers
believe that most of the new
jobs being created are mainly
lower-paying jobs -- up from
56 percent who held that belief
just six years ago. They say
the #2 issue facing them, after
health care, is jobs going overseas, and 60 percent say they
worry about this often. Three
in five (63%) workers believe
that in today’s economy it is
hard to find a good job with
financial security even with a
college degree.
Women are especially worried. Sixty-two percent of
working women say they are
worried and concerned about
their ability to achieve their
economic and financial goals
over the next five years, compared to nearly half of men.
Those Americans without a
college education are feeling
particularly gloomy. Sixtythree percent of non-college
graduates believe their income
is falling behind the cost of living, compared to 39 percent of
college graduates. Working
parents have their own con-

KEEP THE
10-FOOT RULE
IN MIND
Booms, poles, ladders,
antennas and other equipment

need to clear power lines by at least 10 feet
in every direction.
If you’re operating a boom or crane, don’t rely on warning
devices or insulating boom guards to protect you from power
line contact. Designate a person who can direct your vehicle
away from overhead lines. Call Minnesota Power if clearance
from the line can’t be maintained.
If your vehicle should touch a power line and you cannot safely
drive away from the line, stay inside and wait for rescue workers.
Warn others to stay away from the vehicle. If you must get out
because of fire or other danger, jump out without touching
the vehicle and the ground at the same time. Shuffle away
with very small steps. And, don’t try to help others
out of the vehicle.
Electric energy is a powerful friend, but if your
equipment comes in contact with a power line,
follow these rules, or you could receive a harmful
or fatal shock.

A safety message from Minnesota Power.
®

cerns. Seventy-one percent of
working parents worry very or
somewhat often about not
being able to afford education
costs for their children.
Finally, Americans want to
retire with dignity, and they’re
not at all sure they’ll get that
chance. Sixty-five percent of
Americans say companies are
falling short on providing adequate and secure retirement
benefits, compared to 52 percent in 1999. Fifty-nine percent say that their employer
contributes to their health care
plan. Only 40 percent are confident that they’ll be able to
retire with financial security.

Eighty-six percent of working
Americans -- the most surveyed -- say Congress and the
President should strengthen
laws that protect employees’
right to receive pay and retirement benefits they have
earned when their company
files for bankruptcy.
Ominously, workers are not
sure anyone in charge is looking out for their economic
interests. Two out of three say
they don’t have much trust in
employers to treat them fairly.
They give both President Bush
and members of Congress
from both parties failing
grades.

Work & Health

By Phillip L. Polakoff, M. D.

Take care with
sleep medications
Most people have had a “sleepless night” at one time or
another. Actually, that’s probably an exaggeration. They may
have had trouble falling asleep. They may have tossed and
turned and awakened frequently. Usually the “sleepless” part of
the complaint can be switched around to “less sleep” than they
needed to feel rested in the morning.
Bad nights are often caused by going to bed with a worry on
your mind. Family problems. Job security--or lack of it.
Personal finances. The list is endless.
Most of the time, once the person gets a handle on his or her
particular problem, a good night’s rest will return. For occasional use to help cope with such temporary interruptions, overthe-counter sleep medications are available. These self-helps
are useful, but--as with all medications--should be used with
care. They are not intended for habitual use. If the sleeplessness
problem persists, it’s prudent to see your doctor. He or she may
look for an underlying cause, and often there is one. It makes
sense to treat the cause instead of the symptom.
However, if a sleep medicine is prescribed, here are some
tips to get the most out of your medication and some common
mistakes to avoid:
* Follow your doctor’s directions carefully. If you find you
are still not falling asleep quickly enough--particularly if you
are just starting your medication--don’t take more than the prescribed dosage.
* Try taking the medicine earlier in the evening so that when
bedtime arrives, you will be sleepy.
* Some sleep medicines are designed to provide a full night’s
sleep. Go to bed early enough to allow eight hours before you
have to get up in the morning. Otherwise you might feel sleepy
or less alert than you should be for part of the morning.
* Of course, you should avoid drinking coffee, tea, colas or
other soft drinks with your evening meal. All of them contain
caffeine, a stimulant, that may keep you awake and interfere
with your sleep medicine.
Although there are several different types of sleep medicines, generally all of them interact with alcoholic beverages
and other medications to slow down the body’s nervous system.
This interaction may occur for several days after you stop
taking your sleep medicine. So check with your doctor before
taking other medications for allergies or colds, seizures, depression, pain and other conditions.
For some individuals, particularly older people, medications
may make them feel drowsy, dizzy or lightheaded next day.
Make certain you know how your medicine affects you before
driving or operating machinery that requires you to be alert.
Generally, there is little reason to take sleep medication for
long periods of time. However, if you have been taking a medicine for an extended period, do not stop taking it suddenly
without checking with your doctor.
The doctor may want to set up a schedule of gradual withdrawal to avoid any unpleasant reactions.
If you have questions or suggestions for articles, write Dr. Phillip
L. Polakoff at 171 Alvarado Road, Berkeley, Calif., 94705.
© 2005 by Dr. Phillip L. Polakoff and medical writer Jack Tucker/PAI
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Coping with
holiday stress
When you think of the holiday season, what comes to
mind? Do you get excited
about decorations, presents,
music, spending time with
family or the real reason for
the season? Or do you get anxious about potential family
conflicts, frantic busyness,
crowds and long lines at
check-out counters? The season can bring a lot of mixed
emotions, including loneliness, depression, and grief
over lost loved ones. Dr. Ron
Newman gives us these principles that may help make a
more enjoyable holiday:
f Strengthen Relationships. The holidays offer a
unique opportunity to rebuild
relationships. Focus on those
relationships that you want to
strengthen -- perhaps for the
other person's benefit as well
as your own. Even if you are
experiencing your own sense
of loneliness, resist the temptation to isolate yourself. Reach
out to others who may have a
similar need. The most meaningful experiences in life are in
the context of our relationships
f Learn to say NO. We
often become overwhelmed at
the holidays because of difficulty in saying no to people.
We sometimes allow others to
determine how we use our
time. Being assertive regarding those situations is necessary for our sanity. As you balance the goal of building relationships, don't use saying no
as a rationale for isolation.
f Practice Forgiveness.
Holidays can remind us of the
unresolved conflicts we have
with others. In the spirit of the
season, we can sometimes face
those relationships in a new
light as we seek to understand,
accept, and let go of past hurts.
Perhaps it is a good time for us

by Yvonne Harvey
to approach someone we have
hurt to offer an apology and
seek reconciliation. In most
relationships there is room for
more mercy.
f Maintain a Sense of
Humor. If we take ourselves
or others too seriously, we risk
losing our own positive attitude about the holidays. A
merry heart is good medicine.
Learn to laugh at the long
lines, forgotten presents and
last minute shopping. A negative attitude will only bring
you down, but will not change
the circumstances you are in.
f Maintain Good Health
Habits. You want to get sufficient exercise, adequate sleep,
and a balanced nutritional
intake. Holidays are fraught
with temptations of all sorts
that can throw your body off
balance and make the holidays
less satisfying.
f Sing and Enjoy the
Music. Music is good for the
soul, and singing has many
psychological as well as physical benefits. For one thing, it
cleans out the stale air in your
lungs! It has the ability to stir
up every type of emotion, but
during the holiday season it's
good to be reminded of a more
optimistic outlook on life.
f Thoughtful Planning.
Goal setting and making plans
to achieve those goals are necessary elements to success in
life. The same is true regarding
our success in navigating the
pitfalls of the holiday season.
1. List your goals. Brainstorming what you want to
accomplish can be a helpful
first step. This should include
relationships as well as tasks.
2. Prioritize. Be clear
about what is most important
to you, otherwise you may end
up doing what is easiest first,
and not have time for what is
really your highest value.
3. Remind yourself about
your goals. Put them on the

refrigerator, calendar, in your
planner, or wherever works.
Just don’t forget them, which
is our tendency if we don't
have a system to remind us.
4. Delegate when possible.
If time management is particularly difficult for you, delegation of responsibilities becomes very important. Perhaps

you do not have to buy all of
the presents for everybody, or
you do not have to cook the
entire meal by yourself!
These principles can help
you enjoy your holiday to the
fullest extent and avoid inherent pitfalls. If you are experiencing insurmountable problems, the AFL-CIO Commun-

ity Service Program is here to
assist you and family members
through our Member Assistance Program. Please refer
family members or co-workers
who may have problems to
Yvonne Harvey at 728-1779.

And Have a
Very Merry
Holiday Season!

W or ke r s ’
C om p en s at i o n
Prescription
Ser v i c e s
✔ No out-of-pocket
expenses for you
✔ No confusing
claim forms
✔ Medication
shipped
directly to your door

QUALITY, CARING,
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE.
START FEELING BETTER TODAY.

Call to Enroll Today!

888-321-7945
www.IWPharmacy.com
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AFSCME expects recognition for St. Louis County child care providers
When the St. Louis County
Commissioners meet Tuesday,
December 13th prospects are
good that they will recognize
Child Care Providers Together/AFSCME Council 5 as the
bargaining agent for child care
providers' organizing effort.
"We've had good discussions with the County Board
and County Attorney Alan
Mitchell," said Council 5
Organizing Director Eric
Lehto. "Mitchell was very supportive on the legal aspects of
recognizing us."
AFSCME Council 5 made
a presentation Nov. 22 in
Hibbing to the St. Louis County Board's Committee of the
Whole in an effort to organize

430 licensed child care
providers that work in the
county. On Nov. 2 the union
had presented authorization
cards to the county, which verified them as being a majority,
in spite of efforts by SEIU and
UFCW asking commissioners
to not recognize AFSCME
Lehto said.
"We've had great support
from other unions in the
Building Trades and Steelworkers who have contacted
commissioners on our behalf,"
said Lehto. "The support we
got on the Iron Range makes
us believe a majority of commissioners will vote for us and
the child care providers on
Dec. 13th."

End to SOA called for...from page 1
• distribute “propaganda in favor of the interest of workers”
• “sympathize with demonstrations or strikes,” or,
• make “accusations that the government has failed to meet
the basic needs of the people.”
And sure enough, from Chile to Mexico, SOA grads have
returned to their home countries to make war against their own
people.
In the 1970s, SOA grads helped run Pinochet’s secret police.
The officer who ordered the 1976 torture and execution of
United Nations economist Carmelo Soria was invited back to
the SOA in 1984 to teach a human rights course. In the 1980s,
SOA grads orchestrated the genocide in Guatemala, killing
200,000 Maya people. They struck again in 1996, killing
Bishop Juan Gerardi, author of a damning report on the genocide. In the 1990s, SOA-trained Mexican soldiers helped pave
the way for NAFTA by launching a low-level war against opponents of the agreement in the mostly-indigenous southern states.
Today in Colombia, SOA grads have been linked to rightwing death squads that have terrorized and assassinated trade
unionists and peace movement leaders. In 2002, 172 Colombian
unionists were murdered. Nine out of ten trade unionists murdered each year worldwide are in Colombia.
Under intense public pressure, the Pentagon ‘closed’ the
SOA in 2000 and reopened it a few days later as the Western
Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation (WHINSEC).
But even an SOA supporter called the move “basically cosmetic.” To date, no U.S. official has been held accountable for SOA
curriculum or the crimes of its graduates. Thanks to grassroots
efforts, however, that might soon change. Venezuela recently
agreed to stop sending troops to the school, and Argentina is
considering a similar measure.
In Congress, 122 representatives have signed on as co-sponsors to HR 1217 “The Latin American Military Training Review
Act of 2005,” which would suspend operations at WHINSEC
and launch an investigation into the school’s role in human
rights abuses. About his support for HR 1217, Congressman
James Oberstar (MN-8) wrote that the continued funding of the
SOA/WHINSEC “could be best described as ‘Leave No
Military Thug Behind.’” Now is the time for labor, human
rights and religious groups to increase our pressure on
Washington to close this torture-training academy for good.
James Oberstar deserves our thanks for his strong and consistent opposition to the SOA/WHINSEC (Representative James
Oberstar, 2365 Rayburn House Office Building, Washington,
DC 20515, (202) 225-6211).
Senator Mark Dayton of Minnesota has told SOA Watch that
he would vote to close the school, but there is currently no such
legislation in the Senate. We need to put pressure on Dayton to
introduce a companion Senate bill to HR 1217 (Senator Mark
Dayton, SR-123 Russell Office Building, Washington, DC
20510, (888) 224-9043).
For legislative updates and letter-writing tips, you can visit
www.soaw.org and click on “Take Action.” You can get
involved in efforts locally by contacting soawtwinports@riseup.net, or by calling Joel Kilgour at 722-2490.
~Joel Kilgour is local human rights and antiwar activist who
has served time in a federal prison for nonviolent civil disobedience against the SOA.
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If that happens the next
step is for the parties to sit
down and negotiate a a memorandum of understanding and
then get about the business of
improving child care in
Minnesota for workers, children and their parents, Lehto
said.
Similar organizing efforts
are underway in Ramsey
County and will hopefully
cover all of Minnesota in the
future. For now St. Louis
County appears to be leading
the way.
While child care providers
receive funding from the state
for some of their clients the
licensing is done through
county government. Guidelines and standards for the
providers come from both
levels of government.
"We feel that together we
can raise the standards for the
entire child care industry in
Minnesota and send a mes-

sage to the nation about how
important a service it is and
how much we value it," Lehto
said.
He said commissioners and
Mitchell still need to hear from

supporters of AFSCME's
organizing. You can find information on contacting them at
w w w. c o . s t - l o u i s . m n . u s /
Commissioners.htm.

WI labor history contest has
prizes for high schoolers
The Wisconsin Labor History Society is offering cash prizes
to Wisconsin high school students for essays on labor history
again this year. Students will be awarded prizes ranging from
$100 to $500 for essays of about 750 words on the topic of
"Unions are important to my family and community. . ."
The contest is open to Wisconsin students, grades 9 through
12, and the deadline for submissions is Feb. 15, 2006. The
essays should be sent to: Prof. Harvey Kaye, Center for History
and Social Change, University of Wisconsin - Green Bay, Green
Bay Wl 54311.
Many successful past essays were interviews of parents,
grandparents, other relatives and friends about their experiences
in the workplace and with their unions. The prizes are awarded
at the annual conference of the Wisconsin Labor History
Society in May. The prize money is made possible through contributions of Wisconsin local labor unions and councils.
Contact Kaye at 920-465-2355 or kayeh@uwgb.edu. for information. Contest rules are at www.wisconsinlaborhistory.org.

Injury victims
need more than crutches
for support
An injury victim needs
support: medical, emotional and
financial. Though suffering pain
and unable to work, a person
still needs to meet everyday
expenses and provide
support for a family.
Since 1975 our law
firm has taken many
tough injury and workers’
compensation cases to court . . .
and won! We will help you
through it by giving the support
you need to get back on
your own two feet.
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